In some networks, highly connected/central hub nodes have a tendency to be highly connected to each other ("rich-club" organization). Structural connectivity is (relatively) stable across time.
Functional connectivity is dynamic (endogenous/exogenous).
How much of functional connectivity can be predicted from structural connectivity?
What is the contribution of network theory and modeling in understanding the nature of brain dynamics? Thresholding rsFC does not allow the reliable inference of SC.
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All Participants, All Areas
Where SC is present, its strength is partially predictive of the strength of rsFC on the same node pair.
The strength of the prediction ranges from R ≈ 0.50 (998 nodes; R ≈ 0.4-0.45 in single participants) to R ≈ 0.72 (66 nodes), and persists when physical distance between nodes is regressed out.
Significant variance is unaccounted for by the strength of direct SC. Indirect SC improves prediction.
Hagmann On average FC on connected region pairs is higher (both empirically and modeled).
On unconnected region pairs, the strength of FC is partially predicted by the number of paths of length 2 (indirect paths -both empirically and modeled). The relation between SC and rsFC is similar in strength for empirical data (left) and computational model (right).
Note that the fully deterministic (nonlinear and chaotic) model does not yield a "simple" linear SC-rsFC relationship. Models of endogenous fluctuations in neural activity can be used to estimate the functional impact of structural lesions.
